* A Known destination for hikers beyond U.S.-A. borders as said in Backpacker's Magazine,

To Whom it may concern:

Take NO ACTION ALTERNATIVE - the Western Oregon Plan Revision is the final assault on the Little bit left of low-elevation Old-Growth Forests. (i.e. *Zane Grey sale to Rough Ready Mill in C-Junction which plans to clear-cut the area.) It is absolutely unacceptable, and will also threaten already harassed wildlife by eliminating corridors between necessary habitat; that is more and more fragmented.

Oregon will be stumpland, and the tourism industry will suffer as well as the mushroom pickers, wildlife observers etc...

The beauty of Oregon is its natural landscapes, not the sterile tree plantations where no sustenance, no renewable products can be found.

NO on the W.O.P.R.

[signature]
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